Hi Again
If ever you wanted a survey that was going to tell you something important about the
financial performance of your practice then this is the survey that you need. It is not
just aimed at informing you about YOUR practice, it is also about understanding how
well, or not so well, OTHER PRACTICES are doing. The survey is called the MPV
Profit and Expenses Survey but it is really analysis of financial performance in
general.
Just a few FAQ’s:
1. Other than comparing ‘profit’ what else will this survey give me?
Certainly profit is what we are after at the end of the day but profit is in fact the
‘end product’ of all activities. This survey addresses every aspects of
veterinary practice management that end up determining the overall
performance. If your wages are too high (or low), this will tell you, if your Cost
of Goods Sold is excessive we will also inform you. Basically, if it is important
financially we have included it. To help with interpretation you will also be
given clear explanations of how to read results
2. In your opinion, what is the most valuable statistic on offer?
That is a hard one because there are so many useful statistics. The one that I
like to see is the actual $ value of what other practice owners are taking home.
Some practices do incredibly well whilst others have plenty of room for
improvement. Those that do well always strive to be better as the result of
participating in this survey, whilst those that are not doing so well really do
need to partake of this survey to identify ALL the areas that need to be
addressed.
3. How do I know what statistics are important and what is a good result?
If you look at the example statistic below you will see that every result comes
with:
• A Star Rating - to indicate the importance of the statistic.
• Clear definitions, limitations and comments - for each statistic
• Interpretation Notes – to clarify what constitutes a good or not so good
performance
• 4 pages of explanation notes - in the preamble of the survey there are
detailed notes explaining how to interpret the results generally
I don’t think we could make this any easier!
4. What do I need to participate
Basically you need a recent Profit and Loss statement, access to wages &
salary information (usually on wages software) and general practice
information. If you can access these you will have enough to participate and
receive meaningful results.
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